      I'd like to start by saying 2 things, 1st,  I had no idea what I was getting into even though I did my homework on the subject. 2nd for you first timers take caution and make sure you have a very good chaperone and take a small amount to start and wait for it to come, it will. I had been planning this trip for months and just got to do it finally this weekend. I was doing it with people I trusted say for 1 outsider whom I did not know but he was there from circumstance. In total we got 8 grams for 5 of us, now I don't know what the real name for this stuff was but it was code named amazodious I believe. as a first timer a felt a bit nervous but commited after taking a few big stems and a few heads, no problem piece of cake I was thinking. 30 minutes went by and I was feeling out of this world laughing out of control and staring at everything as if it was the first time looking at anything, like being born into this world for the 1st time. I didn't want this feeling to go away it was somewhat beautiful. So I decided in my 'altered' state of mind, TAKE MORE....So I did a few more big stems and heads. BIggest mistake a novice can make. Soon afterwords I was in a dream state, the best way to describe it was the house felt like a funhouse of your imagination and you've never been there before. I felt like a giant in a small world and was soon losing control of myself and things started on a downhill panic. I went to the bathroom and realized I was very messed up, then at that point I was'nt having any fun, and I thought to myself, "Oh God what have I got myself into", at that moment, panic struck me, hard. I went outside for fresh air and it was like walking into this huge unknown place where rain falled and there were noises of traffic like i've never heard with my new sence of hearing, time came to a dead stop and I was worried I would never come out of this state, everything was changing around me,   colors were brighter and dim at the same time, I saw major tracers on everyone as if they were in slow motion and had a trailing shadow. My cousin came outside with me as he is a veteran in this field and knew, I bit off more then I could chew. I didn't know what to do, so I kept telling myself "you got yourself into this, now get out!" only I couldn't. That point my breathing seemed very heavy, my heart was pulsing very hard and I felt very light headed and very light in general for someone of 230 pounds. I was telling my cousin "I don't like this" over and over as if he could make it stop. I then put my head on the railing and closed my eyes. Jason, JASON, JASON!!! Were the next things I heard there after since I had blacked out and my cousin was tryin to wake me up, like a very scary nightmare you can't wake up from. Soon he got me back and I was out of it, didn't even realize I had passed out thats how far off in my mind. At that point I was fighting for my very sanity walking around in the rain, or in my mind walking around a nightmarish maze of my mind. We soon decided to go for a famous 'nature' walk in the woods which I highly recommend as well as listening to peacefull songs with meaning, very highly recommended. So we hopped into a car and left the house of terror as I called it  and put on the tunes and for a brief moment I was in a beautiful place (one song that had a very profound effect is the new outkast song called "The Train"), music had a very calming effect over me, like it was saying to me don't fight it, just go with it and enjoy the show. Once we got to our point we got out and went into the woods which in the dark seemed very inviting. The trees seemed alive and I felt at peace with everything around me and at that point could not talk properly when I tried to talk at all, it took quite an effort. I had some heavy flashbacks at this point of family and old times of the past, which was nice for the time being. We spent a good 1 in the woods and then left to walk around aimlessly around the streets. Since I had no clear sence of direction, time, myself, or anything else for that matter except keeping my sanity and my panic meter as low as I could. After walking for it seemed to be hours upon hours we found the car and got back in it. I could write another 5 pages but I won't but when I look back I'm glad I did it for a learning experience and warn new comers treat this stuff with the respect it deserves or you'll have a living nightmare. And unlike sleeping you can't wake yourself up from it. Nothing prepares you for what your going to embark on no matter who does it with you or how many people your with, your on your own with whats going on in your mind. Will I do it again, yes I will, but a lot less then what I did and I'm going to stay out the whole night in the woods and listen to music the whole time because that had the most peacefull effect on me. I hope this helped anyone with anything to do with this subject especially new comers. 

